Professional Parts Warehouse® was founded in 1995 as Plow Parts Warehouse®. We still sell snow plow parts, but we have also started selling small tools, garden supplies, and seasonal items. Our products are distributed all over the United States and can be found in home and garden centers, large automotive retail chains, and smaller hardware stores. We currently have over 59,000 different items in our collection and we strive to only sell quality replacement products.

Professional Parts Warehouse® is the exclusive owner of our trademark and name. Professional Parts Warehouse® reserves the right to protect its brand and intellectual property from counterfeit products. The use of our logo, images, text, or graphics cannot be used to promote the sale of any such item without our written permission.

While we may contact some individuals to issue warnings to remove their listing for copyright or trademarked issues. We also have the right to follow eBay’s procedures for protecting intellectual property rights through the VeRO program. This means that we do not have to warn violators of either copyright or trademark issues and we can take action according to the VeRO guidelines.

Should any questions or concerns arise before listing a product using the Professional Parts Warehouse® name please reach out to us at (231) 777-2001.

Sincerely,

Professional Parts Warehouse®